
The Challenge:  
Create engaging & cost-efficient rewards that deliver a high-value return
Partnership and loyalty marketing agency Mando-Connect needed a way of helping a large 
telecoms client  provide  its customers with regular, great value rewards so Mando-Connect 
built a strategic and mutually beneficial partnership with Tesco.  
The aim was to establish a ‘little and often’ reward programme of engaging rewards 
from Tesco, built around short validity periods to maximise a sense of urgency and drive 
redemptions of rewards at a range of cost points, ranging from £1 - £5.  

The Solution: 
A flexible, digital reward infrastructure using one of the UK’s biggest brands 
The diverse product range and nationwide presence of the Tesco brand made it an obvious 
choice for this kind of flexible, everyday reward. Research undertaken with YouGov by Mando-
Connect, also indicated that their client’s customer base are Tesco shoppers with a strong 
positive impression of the brand; a perfect match. From ever-popular Meal Deals to feel-good 
seasonal events like Easter and Pancake Day, Tesco Corporate Gift Cards are uniquely placed 
to support convenient, high-frequency reward programmes that people trust. 

Delivering the rewards as links and e-codes made it easy for customers to claim, ensuring 
their experience was all about getting and enjoying their rewards.

The Outcome: 
Multiple campaigns delivering strong engagement and a positive impact on 
customer sentiment   

The flexibility of this model made it easy to run eight campaigns over six months, making 
sure customers had multiple opportunities to enjoy a little extra treat. The rewards were 
positively received by customers, receiving strong uptake from customers and contributing to 
increased positive customer sentiment. Campaigns are being planned to run from now until 
the end of the year, another signal of how impactful this partnership has been. 

Case Study

How ‘little and often’ can 
have a big impact.  
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